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STAFF RECOMMENDATION
To: County Planning and Zoning Commission

Prepared by: Mark Price Jr. AICP

Application No.: CUP21-21

Date: March 11, 2022

BACKGROUND
Owners/ Applicants: Lynn P and Tamara T Melson Revocable Qualified Spousal Trust
Requested Action:

Conditional Use Permit for “Preschool, Daycare, Special, or other
Private School”

Existing Zoning:

A, Agricultural District

Location:

4180 Benne Road; on the south side of Benne Road, a half mile
east of Highway D

Size:

5.00 acres

Current Land Use:

Vacant Agricultural

Adjacent Land Use
and Zoning:
Direction Zoning

Land Use

North

A, Agricultural District

South

A, Agricultural District

East

A, Agricultural District

West

A, Agricultural District

Single-family residential
and farm use
Agricultural and future
single family residential
(Freedom Ranch
Subdivision)
Single-family residential
and farm use
agricultural and future
single family residential
(Freedom Ranch
Subdivision)

Public Services:

County Council District 2 – Joe Brazil
School District – Francis Howell
Fire District – New Melle Fire Protection District

Utilities:

Water – Public Water Supply District No. 2 Service Area (Private
Well)
Sewer – Individual Wastewater Treatment System

This application is a Conditional Use Permit request to construct and operate a private school on
Benne Road. The parcel is a five-acre lot in Freedom Ranch Subdivision.

The applicant has provided the following narrative description of the proposed conditional use:
“The site is a vacant 5 acre tract of agricultural land. The owner is requesting a CUP per Code
405.080, Section C.24 “Preschool, daycare, special, or other private school”.
The new buildings will be constructed and faced with steel, and a soccer field that will be
lighted.
The private school have 20 students and 3 teachers at its max which may be years down the
road.
The proposed 300-foot x 65-foot building will be utilized for a private teaching facility. Students
will be family and children of owners employees. This school will have a maximum of 20
students at full capacity with 3 teachers. It will include classrooms, an indoor recreation
area/tennis court, and storage area.
The proposed soccer field will be for school students as an outdoor recreation area and soccer
practice during season. The field will be lighted by wall mounted lighting, and possibly light
standards along south side of the field.”
ANALYSIS
The subject parcel is located at the entrance to the single-family residential Freedom Ranch
Subdivision with five-acre lots. To address potential land use impacts, the attached concept plan
provides vegetated landscape buffers to along the eastern and southern property lines.
The outdoor soccer field will be a practice field for students and is not intended to be open to the
general public for outdoor recreation. Although the practice field will be lit for evening or night time
play, it will not have bleachers, concession stands, and loud speakers. A landscape buffer will be
installed between the practice field and the residential lot to the south and southwest.
Consequently, the practice field can be considered an accessory use to the private school and
should have reduced impacts on neighbors.
The concept plan includes a parking lot for up to 18 vehicles. For private schools, the County’s
parking minimum is one off-street parking space per 8 children plus one per employee on the
maximum work shift. Proposed parking will exceed this minimum and take driveway access from
the public Benne Road rather than from the private Freedom Ranch Court.
The undeveloped area shown on the concept plan (west side of the lot) will be utilized for both a
water well and an onsite wastewater disposal system.
Conditional Use permits are evaluated based on criteria established within the Unified
Development Ordinance. The CUP criteria are as follows:
“Before authorizing the issuance of a conditional use permit, the County Council may impose
such conditions as will, in the County Council's judgment, ensure that the establishment,
maintenance, or operation of the conditional use will not be detrimental to or endanger public
health, safety, or general welfare; that the conditional use will not be injurious to the use and
enjoyment of other property in the immediate vicinity for the purposes already permitted or to
the esthetic and/or scenic values of the vicinity, nor substantially diminish and impair property
values within the neighborhood; and that the establishment of the conditional use will not
impede the normal and orderly development and improvement of surrounding property for

uses permitted in the district. Substantial compliance with an approved concept plan shall be
a condition of an approved conditional use permit.”
County Staff offers the following for consideration and discussion.
1) Would the conditional use be detrimental to or endanger public health, safety, or
general welfare?
Given the limited size of the private school – 20 students plus staff – and the fact that
driveway access is from the minor arterial Benne Road, the conditional use should not be
detrimental to or endanger public health, safety, or the general welfare.
2) Would the conditional use injure the use and enjoyment of other property in the
immediate vicinity for the purposes already permitted or to the esthetic and/or
scenic values of the vicinity?
This property is located within the Freedom Ranch Subdivision and will share property
lines with residential properties. Soccer field lighting could cause negative impacts on the
surrounding neighbors, but it should be noted that County standards limit light poles to no
taller than 20 feet. Staff proposes a condition that the field lights are not to be used
between 11:00 PM and 6:00 AM. The parking areas for this use will be located towards
the front property line and in the central portion of the lot. The lighting from vehicles should
not cause an impact on the surrounding property owners as they are shielded by a
vegetated buffer and the building itself.
3) Would the conditional use substantially diminish and impair property values within
the neighborhood?
County staff does not have specific evidence demonstrating that the proposed use would
substantially diminish and impair property values within the adjoining neighborhoods given
the mitigating impact of Staff’s recommended conditions.
4) Would establishment of the conditional use impede the normal and orderly
development and improvement of surrounding property for uses permitted in the
district?
The proposed conditional use will not impede the normal and orderly development of the
area as a school is a traditional use in residential areas.
Staff has reviewed these criteria relative to the subject site and finds that, with conditions
proposed herein, the “Private School” conditional use will substantially conform to the Conditional
Use Permit standards.
RECOMMENDATION
Based on the preceding considerations, County staff recommends that the Planning and
Zoning Commission recommend approval of the application as conforming to the criteria
of Section 405.510.B of the County Code, subject to the following conditions:
1. The maximum number of students enrolled at any one time shall be fifty (50).
2.

A Type 2 landscape buffer, conforming to the requirements of Section 405.435 of
the County Code, shall be installed along the eastern and southern property lines
to the extent depicted in the concept plan.

3. No school functions shall take place outdoors between the hours of 11:00 PM and
6:00 AM.
4. No lighting of the athletic field shall take place between the hours of 11:00 PM and
6:00 AM.
5. All parking shall take place in parking areas as designated in the approved site
plan.

6. All exterior lighting that exceeds one foot candle shall utilize full cutoff light
fixtures to prevent light to impact surrounding properties.
7. A site plan in conformance with the concept plan, attached as part of Exhibit B,
shall be submitted to and approved by the St. Charles County Community
Development Department prior to the conditional use becoming active.

8. No conditional use shall be in active use until such time all conditions of approval
have been met.
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LDC Engineering LLC.
Civil Engineering – Land Planning
4065 North St. Peters Pkwy Ste D
St. Peters, Missouri 63303
Tel: 636-477-6466
St. Charles County
Community Development
201 N. Second St.
St. Charles, MO 63301
February 8, 2022
RE:

4180 Benne Rd - CUP Conditional Use Permit.

To whom it may concern,
This letter is to provide a narrative of what will be proposed for this project.
The site is a vacant 5 Ac. tract of agricultural land. The owner is requesting a CUP per Code 405.080, Section
C #24 – Preschool, daycare, special, or other private school. The new buildings will be constructed and faced
with steel, and a soccer field that will be lighted.
The private school have 20 students and 3 teachers at its max which may be years down the road.
The proposed 300’ x 65’ building will be utilized for a private teaching facility. Students will be family and
children of owners employees. This school will have a maximum of 20 students at full capacity with 3 teachers.
It will include classrooms, an indoor recreation area/tennis court, and storage area.
The proposed soccer field will be for school students as an outdoor recreation area and soccer practice during
season. The field will be lighted by wall mounted lighting on the second proposed building, and possibly light
standards along south side of the field.

Sincerely,

Gary Kimbel
Kimbel,
Project Manager

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Leslie Granger
Planning
Severmette@gmail.com
CUP21-21
Monday, March 14, 2022 11:21:56 AM

Unfortunately I have a conflict so cannot attend the Zoning meeting on Wednesday night.
I do want to express my concerns about Conditional Use Permit request CUP21-21 on 4180 Benne Rd.
I own property on Benne Road and additional property on nearby Schwede Road.
The permit is for up to 50 students.
My concerns are as follows:
1. Traffic on Benne and neighboring roads which is already unsafe.
2. 5 acres is not large enough to support a school of that size, soccer field, parking, and septic. I looked
at the plan and it all fits but I don't see how this would not negatively impact neighbors, and water
drainage.
3. Concerns about Well and septic. We are all tapping into the same aquifer. We also know that the soil
in that area is not conducive to adequate draining for a septic system. The area in the plan for septic
seems very small and is very close to the property line.
-Leslie Granger

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah Vermette
Planning
Opposition to CUP21-21 Private School at 4180 Benne Road
Tuesday, March 15, 2022 8:40:58 AM

Hello,
We are the neighbor located directly to the north of the proposed private school and we have some serious
concerns regarding the conditional use permit.
We’d like to first address capacity. The owners have only asked for a maximum of 20 students and 3 teachers.
However, the Planning and Zoning Staff is recommending a maximum of 50 students. That is 150% increase on top
of what they have asked for. As a direct neighbor, that is NOT a small amount. We can understand a little leeway in
case someone has another child, but this increase seems unnecessary, especially since the application says the
maximum headcount “may be years down the road”.
Additionally, the application includes a parking lot for 18 vehicles – this amount is TRIPLE what is suggested by the
county (one space for 8 students and one space per employee). In this case that would be a total of 6 spots. Since
the application says again “The private school will have 20 students and 3 teachers at its max, which may be years
down the road” - What is the need for such a large parking lot? Both items, increased capacity and large parking lot,
seem to indicate there are plans for the future to open the school to a wider audience and add students outside of
the current plan set before you for approval. Shouldn’t that be evaluated appropriately? And in the future, not
now.
The proposed entrance is located on what is described as a “minor arterial” road. Again, as someone who lives
there, works from home, and sees the traffic day in and day out, this verbiage is inaccurate. Benne Road is a major
cut through between Highway D and Highway DD, and is narrow with deep ditches and two very sharp 90 degree
turns. It is not only used by normal passenger vehicles, but also heavily used by dump trucks, farm equipment and
other large commercial vehicles. My guess is that close to 90%, if not more, of all these vehicles are going in excess
of the speed limit of 35 MPH. We witness this speeding situation every day as we get our child on and off the bus.
Based on this application, an entrance to the school is being proposed off Benne Road. Next to the school, another
entrance is being designed for the Freedom Ranch Subdivision. In the best interest and safety of all who
travel/work/live on the road, would it make more sense to have the only entrance to the school off Freedom Ranch
Court?
Regarding lighting on the soccer field, while the Planning and Zoning Staff has recommended a shutdown of 11:00
PM, it is requested that at least Sunday through Thursday, the lighting end by 10:00 PM. It is unnecessary for that
activity that late at night, especially on weeknights.
We kindly request you consider our thoughts and opinions in making your decision and ask that you put yourselves
in our shoes as a direct neighbor in considering this application.
Thank you,
Justin and Sarah Vermette
4163 Benne Road
Opposing CUP21-21

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Marcia Gay
Planning
Marcia Gay; Sarah Vermette
CUP21-21
Tuesday, March 15, 2022 1:08:23 PM

Commissioners:
I would like to express my opposition to the Conditional Use Permit CUP21-21 on 4180 Benne Rd.
I am a landowner on Hueffmeier Rd., approximately 1500 ft. ATCF from the aforementioned property.
Not only do I acknowledge this plan is not a fit for the existing use and development of the rural
atmosphere of the area, but I also have serious concerns regarding the long range plans of this
development.
Should the CUP be awarded, I strongly oppose the possibility of a 50 student maximum for the location.
20 students already seem unreasonable.
The additional parking area is also overkill for this type of facility. I feel this opens the door for a much
larger undesirable facility in the future for the rural location.
We all treasure our rural atmosphere and live in the area to enjoy the natural state of our community.
Another reason to oppose the lighting of a soccer field at this location. There are many recreational fields
at New Melle Sports and Recreation - and although it is 2 miles away I can hear the activities and see the
lights from my house. Just think what that would inflict on our community being just around the corner??
Until 11 P.M.??? not acceptable.
Then there is the never ceasing increase in traffic on Benne Rd. and connecting roads. Speeding is a
constant problem on these roads and has been for the past 38 years that I have lived on Hueffmeier Rd.
The additional traffic will only exacerbate this problem as it is already grossly unsafe. Two 90 degree
turns and a one lane bridge? really? P&Z obviously has no documentation for the number of accidents
that take place on this stretch of road. They are numerous and many serious because of the narrow
corridor and deep drop-off's.
In agreement with another resident of the area, the well water and sewer is a viable and serious concern
for me. Three years ago my well went dry - shortly after another neighbor had the same problem. With the
additional homes not on county water in this area I have strong opposition to a school and soccer field
using the same aquifer in excess of what a residential property would use. Should there be a school on
this property the possibility of a separate water line from Hwy D should be considered an option. If this is
not considered an option then a much deeper well into a much larger aquifer should be mandatory.
Thank you for your consideration,
Marcia Gay
4570 Hueffmeier Rd.
Opposing CUP21-21

RE: CUP21-21 Private School at 4180 Benne Rd.
To whom it may concern,
As a neighbor and land owner on Benne Road, the proposed CUP21-21 for a private
school leaves us with concerns and questions. The likelihood of increased traffic on the narrow road,
potential for further commercial growth, as well as noise disturbance and lack of privacy are just a few
of these concerns.
My family and I have owned in the area for approximately 4 years. We are in the process of
accessing our property off of Benne Road, and in these efforts have cleaned up piles of debris and trash
from car accidents near the proposed entrance to the school. Speeding and erratic driving on Benne
Road is daily and far too common. Benne Road is taken by many as a cut through from Hwy D to Hwy
DD, and adding more commuters in current conditions is concerning. An already approved CUP for a
brewhaus is in the works. Now add in a new school with an athletic field and it will promote further
traffic and increased risks to neighboring properties, fellow drivers, and bus riding students.
Benne Road is in a rural area with farms and private homes. No subdivisions or large
developments exist at this time. Lighting and noise disturbance are further areas with questions. How
will a private school in our area benefit neighboring properties?
Parking lot, soccer field, and bright school lighting will impede peace found in the area. The
current proposal deems 11PM as the cut off time for lighting of the soccer field. Why would young
students need lighting that late into the night? Who will be benefitting from this field? Is the soccer field
to be used only during school hours or will there be intent for use by the owner’s children’s teams for
practices and games? Will parking lot lighting be on throughout the night? How will noise be monitored
and quieted for neighboring homes?
The CUP states to have a maximum of 20 students, with wording in the county documents
reporting that it could go up to 50 students. What are the limiting factors in regards to enrollment? Is
there intent that enrollment will ever go over 20 students or outside of “family and children of the
owners employees?” What kind of monitoring and governance from the county will go into protecting
the community from further growth and development if the owners deem it necessary? The prior sellers
of this property were led to believe that the 50 acres purchased would be used for approximately 3
residential homes for the purchasing family. Now add in a private school and what other plans will be
pushed to pass?
In closing, the board’s time in considering these concerns and working toward answers to these
questions is greatly appreciated. We are excited to raise our children in the area where we grew up, and
look forward to having a safe and peaceful property for years to come.
Respectfully,
Levi & Kendall Benne
4247 Benne Rd.

